
Downtown Providence is quiet when I arrive, as 

if hiding the art I came to see. It springs upon 

me in a measured flurry. 

     Abstract metal sculptures—George Sherwood’s 

Gray Area and Rado Kirov’s Free Fall III—sit regally 

outside the Hasbro headquarters. A couple of streets 

eastward, a pair of massive murals—She Never 

Came and Adventure Time, by married Polish artists 

Mateusz “Bezt” Gapski and Natalia Rak—face one 

another and provide looming backdrops for selfie-

taking teens and gawking tourists in a parking lot at 

Washington and Mathewson streets. To the northeast 

of these murals, several haunting portraits—Umberto 

Crenca’s Takes All Types—stare out from the 

decaying facade of the former Providence National 

Bank in the city’s financial district. 

     For members of the community, the addition of this 

public art is a welcome refresh. “They’re brightening 

the city up, making it look different—it’s a big thing. 

Improvement is the key for anything,” says Carlos 

Pagliaro, an electrician who’s worked in Providence 

for over three decades. In addition to wiring most of 

Rhode Island’s traffic lights, Pagliaro laid much of 

the new conduit and wiring for The Avenue Concept’s 

interactive light experience in Kennedy Plaza. “People 

from all over come to Providence, and it’s pretty neat 

that they can see stuff like this.”

     In the eyes of some viewers, the art is an effective 

way to improve an aging edifice. “I’m glad it looks like 

art and not graffiti,” says Louis Calisi of Roslindale, 

Massachusetts, as he takes  photographs of the Takes 

All Types portraits to show his 10-year-old daughter, 

who he tells me is a budding illustrator.  “I think it 

makes an otherwise boring, rundown building 

more interesting.” 

“The Avenue Concept is 
filling a really necessary 
void... It’s taking the quieter 
providence art scene and 
bringing it out into the 
public.”      >Rich Ferri
     One local creative finds the installations 

particularly compelling for merging formally 

disconnected worlds within Providence. “I think 

Providence is a beautiful, sometimes historic-

looking and sometimes modern city,” says Rich 

Ferri, a Warwick, RI-based filmmaker who works 

in Providence. “But Providence people, Providence 

artists and creatives think of it differently. They think 

of it as a quirky and weird place.” 

     When we think about our arts hubs—like AS220 

and our festivals—they’re not refined,” continues 

Ferri. “They’re often gutter punk-y and grungy. 

These pieces of work are a great way to juxtapose 

classical colonial Providence or modern symmetrical 

Providence with something that’s a little bit edgier.”

     Ferri connected with Providence photographer 

Ian Travis Barnard in association with The Avenue 

Concept to produce a short film highlighting 
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the installations. 

“The Avenue Concept 

is filling a really 

necessary void,” Ferri 

says. “It’s taking the quieter 

Providence art scene and 

bringing it out into the public, 

trying to make the really cool 

art a little louder and little bit 

more accessible—something 

that you might stumble 

upon or happen upon 

and not have to be 

necessarily invited 

in by being part of 

some smaller and 

quieter circle.”
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